Notice for Students Aid Corpus Fund for the year 2019-20

Applications on the prescribed format are invited for the grant of Financial Assistance from the eligible PG/Integrated students of the Main Campus for the academic session 2019-20 whose parental income is less than Rs. 2 Lac per annum. The students belonging to the following categories are eligible for the assistance:

i) Orphan/s belonging to AAY
ii) Orphan/s belonging to BPL category
iii) Candidates belonging to AAY Category
iv) Candidates belonging to BPL Category
v) Candidates belonging to abandoned/broken family category

The selection for grant of the assistance shall be on the basis of merit obtained by the applicant/student in the Entrance Test conducted by the University for admission to the programme.

**PROCEDURE/STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED**

i) The candidates belonging from AAY/BPL category shall have to attach with the application a certificate duly issued by the concerned Tehsildar.

ii) In case of Orphan/s the candidates shall have to attach with the application the Death Certificate in support of their Claim.

iii) The candidate/s shall have to submit their application forms along with their supporting documents to the concerned Head of Department/s.

The eligible students shall submit the applications for the assistance on the prescribed format duly completed in all respects in the offices of respective HOD’s/Directors/Coordinators shall recommend & forward the applications of the eligible students to the Dean Academic Affairs by or before March 10, 2020.

The concerned HOD’s/Directors/Coordinators shall recommend the names of maximum 2 or 3 students selected on the basis of the procedure mentioned in the “University of Kashmir students Aid Corpus Fund (Regulation & Distribution) Statute, 2014” reproduced below:

“Provided that where the number of students in a course enrolled is more than 100, the number of recommendation shall ratably increased as under:-

i) Upto 150 3 from each semester/academic session

ii) Upto 200 4 from each semester/academic session”
APPLYING FOR GRANT OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE UNDER THE
"STUDENTS AID CORPUS FUND" SCHEME FOR THE YEAR 2019-20

01. Name (Capital Letters)
02. Father/Guardian’s Name
03. Permanent Home Address
04. Correspondence Address
05. Mobile/contact No.
06. E-Mail
07. Category
   (Attach valid certificate if relevant)
08. Name of the Department
09. Course Name & Semester
10. Category under which the Admission is availed - Open/Reserved
11. Class Roll No./Date of Admission is availed - Session
12. Father/Guardian’s Occupation
13. Father/Guardian’s Monthly Income
   (Attach latest Family Income certificate in original)
14. Full Account No./Bank name & Branch
15. Declaration:
   I hereby declare that:
   i) The above given particulars furnished by me are true and correct and nothing is
      concerned therein.
   ii) I belong to a poor financially weak family
   iii) I am not in receipt of any sort of assistance, Scholarship/stipend either from the state of
       Central Government or any agency/institution as on date.

No. F (SACF-DAA) KU/20
Dated: 27-02-2020

Signature of the Applicant

University of Kashmir
NAAC Accredited Grade “A”
Hazratbal, Srinagar

This is to certify that the above student belongs to a poor family and deserve Financial Assistance under Students Aid Corpus Fund scheme. His case was examined in the Departmental Committee & I strongly recommend the case for sanction of Financial assistance the original Income certificate for the current year along with the requisite certificate are endorsed for consideration.

Seal & Signature of Head